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“These sly, heartbreaking stories capture the modern West, where the past is ever-present and the 

future is already here.” 

—Alison Baker, author of How I Came West, and Why I Stayed 

 

Erica Olsen’s short story collection Recapture explores the canyons, 

gulches, and vast plains of memory along with the colorful landscapes of 

the West.  By turns lyrical, deadpan, and surreal, Olsen’s calm, clear 

writing allows the unexpected to manifest itself with understated brilliance.  

In the stories of Recapture, a curator preserves silences in glass jars, a 

woman works in a larger-than-life-size replica of the Grand Canyon, a hug 

from a King Kong costume-clad unknown sparks an epiphany on the 

Empire State Building, and a bookmobile trundles through the deserts of 

southeastern Utah, its innards full of Jane Austen novels.  Archaeology and 

history, love and loneliness, identity and preservation all wind through the 

collection, blurring the lines between the natural world and the world we 

create. 

Hollywood-born and of Korean and Scandinavian heritage, author Erica Olsen claims no 

hometown.  Her writing does not demand that readers be familiar with the places described, no 

more than the characters.  Rather, Olsen invites us along for the ride, introducing us to the often 

mysterious, sometimes endearing, and occasionally artificial qualities of people and place.   
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About the Author 

 

Erica Olsen lives in the Four Corners area, where she does archives and curation 

work for archaeology museums. A graduate of Stanford, Harvard, and the 

University of Montana MFA program, she has also been a Djerassi Fiction 

Fellow at the University of Wisconsin. Her short fiction has appeared in 

ZYZZYVA, High Desert Journal, and other publications, and her nonfiction pieces 

in magazines including Fine Books & Collections and High Country News. Her 

work has received awards including the 2011 Barthelme Prize for Short Prose (for 

“Grand Canyon II,” included in Recapture).  

 
Praise for Recapture 

 
“Unsentimental stories that tell us what the American West looks like now and what we’ve lost; the 

Grand Canyon, for instance, can be seen only in replica after environmental catastrophe.” 

—Barbara Hoffert, Library Journal 

 

“Erica Olsen gives us the dream life of the Southwest in this striking collection, a landscape told in 

language as spare and pungent and exacting as the desert itself. A swift and lovely debut from a 

writer of real gifts.”  

—Kevin Canty, author of Where the Money Went 

 

“Beneath their polished surfaces, Erica Olsen’s stories are subversive, sometimes darkly funny, and 

always disquieting.”  

—Susan Lowell Humphreys, author of Ganado Red 

 

“A sharp, wise new voice from the American West, Erica Olsen is the real thing. As wild as David 

Foster Wallace or George Saunders and as tender as James Salter or Alice Munro, Olsen’s stories 

are hilarious, painful, and achingly lovely.”  

—Amanda Eyre Ward, author of Close Your Eyes 

 

“Like all good narratives, Erica Olsen’s “Grand Canyon II” suggests great consequence. The past is 

another country. The task of memory is impossible. No one exists and nothing ever happened. But 

somewhere in your brain, a beautiful lie is being spun…” 

—Sarah Manguso, author of The Guardians 

 

“Endlessly illuminating and constantly surprising, revealing a master storyteller at work.”  

—Kim Todd, author of Tinkering with Eden: A Natural History of Exotic Species in America 
 

“True to its name, Recapture grasps after lost loves, fading histories, and shifting landscapes to 

bring us an expertly curated series of human exhibits in an expansive, outdoor museum.” 

—Lindsey Griffin, the museum of americana  
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Reviews 

the museum of americana 

Terrain 

ZYZZYVA 

Sundog Lit 

A Book and a Review 

Minding Spot 

Necessary Fiction guest post 

Tottenville Review 

A Conversation with Erica Olsen 

Q:  Why did you choose to title the collection after that particular story—Recapture? 

A:  “Recapture,” in the story title, is a place name in San Juan County in southeast Utah—a beautiful name. 

According to the WPA Guide to Utah, Recapture Canyon was “named by Peter Shirts, a hermit who settled 

in the San Juan country in 1877. Shirts believed that Montezuma escaped from his Spanish captors and was 

recaptured in this canyon.” So it’s a place name that is totally historically inaccurate. That’s perfect for the 

story, which builds on the premise that an Ancestral Puebloan ruin was moved from the Recapture Canyon 

area to Southern California around 1900. That’s not as unlikely as it sounds. I based the idea on the Manitou 

Cliff Dwellings, which were moved from McElmo Canyon in southwest Colorado to Manitou Springs, CO, 

in the early 1900s. 

As a title for the collection, the word “recapture” evokes major themes of the collection: memory and our 

relationship to the past. There’s something impossible and yearning in the sound of the word, as well as a 

kind of covetousness and desire. It captures the themes of the collection in a single word. If it didn’t exist as 

a place name, I would’ve had to invent it. 

 

Q:  How did you become interested in archeological preservation? 

A:  This interest comes directly from my first hikes on public land in southeast Utah, starting in 1993. 

Almost twenty years ago! I’ve always been interested in the tension between the very human desire for 

discovery and authentic experience, and the necessary apparatus of preservation (laws, rules and regulations, 

trails, signage). This is the same dilemma that archivists and museum curators face: how to balance the need 

for both preservation and access to fragile, unique items. 

 

Q:  How has the West shaped you? 

 A:  This question takes me back to the issues of identity, home, and belonging. I think there’s an American 

myth or idealizing of the idea of a home town. Well, some of us don’t come from anywhere in particular. 

I’ve found an adopted home here in southeast Utah. This is where I feel at home. How has the West shaped 

me? I’m still finding out. 

More specifically, I know I wouldn’t have put the stories in Recapture together without the time I’ve spent 

living and working in the Four Corners area. The time at Edge of the Cedars was especially important. I lived 

in a little trailer across the street from the museum, and I had the best view in town—west toward the Bears 
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Ears, incredible sunsets, the Abajos to the north. When I’m writing, I like to be able to look out and see a 

long way. Last year, I worked on some of the stories in this book in camp during a backpacking trip in Dark 

Canyon and a canoe trip on the San Rafael River. 

For the full interview, please visit  torreyhouse.com. 

Also see the museum of americana’s interview with Erica Olsen, and CityViews on KCPW 

(segment 2). 

 

Readings and Book Signings 

Friday, October 4 

First Friday Series 

National Steinbeck Center 

Salinas, CA 

 

About Torrey House Press 

Torrey House Press is an independent publisher based in Torrey and Salt Lake 

City, Utah.  By crafting stories rooted in the land, history, people, and cultures of 

the American West and Colorado Plateau, THP authors are writing the new West.  

This distinctive genus of captivating tales ranges from historical to contemporary 

to futuristic, incorporating cultures both pioneering and ancient, and utilizing 

language as rich and varied as the landscape itself.  A passion for place drives THP and its authors, 

and this passion manifests itself strongly in the striking prose and unexpected plots of each Torrey 

House title. 

By providing readers with good books, Torrey House seeks to increase 

appreciation for western landscapes and foster awareness of many often-

overlooked environmental concerns. Two percent of Torrey House sales are 

donated to not-for-profit environmental organizations. Donations also fund a 

scholarship available to upcoming writers at western colleges.  
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